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The First Structure from the SOUL/HBP Family
of Heme-binding Proteins, Murine P22HBP*
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Murine p22HBP, a 22-kDamonomer originally identified as a
cytosolic heme-binding protein ubiquitously expressed in vari-
ous tissues, has 27% sequence identity tomurine SOUL, a heme-
binding hexamer specifically expressed in the retina. In contrast
to murine SOUL, which binds one heme per subunit via coordi-
nation of the Fe(III)-heme to a histidine, murine p22HBP binds
one heme molecule per subunit with no specific axial ligand
coordination of the Fe(III)-heme. Using intrinsic protein fluo-
rescence quenching, the values for the dissociation constants of
p22HBP for hemin and protoporphyrin-IX were determined to
be in the lownanomolar range.The three-dimensional structure
of murine p22HBP, the first for a protein from the SOUL/HBP
family, was determined by NMR methods to consist of a
9-stranded distorted �-barrel flanked by two long �-helices.
Although homologous domains have been found in three bacte-
rial proteins, two of which are transcription factors, the fold
determined for p22HBP corresponds to a novel � plus � fold in
a eukaryotic protein. Chemical shift mapping localized the tet-
rapyrrole binding site to a hydrophobic cleft formed by residues
from helix �A and an extended loop. In an attempt to assess the
structural basis for tetrapyrrole binding in the SOUL/HBP fam-
ily,models for the p22HBP-protoporphyrin-IX complex and the
SOUL protein were generated by manual docking and auto-
mated methods.

Heme synthesis occurs mainly in erythroid cells (�85%) and
hepatocytes, although heme is synthesized in virtually all tis-
sues. In hepatocytes, heme is required for incorporation into
cytochromes, in particular, the P450 class of cytochromes that
are important for detoxification. Numerous other cytochromes

of the oxidative-phosphorylation pathway also contain heme.
5-Aminolevulinic acid synthase (ALAS)2 catalyzes the first, and
rate-limiting, step in hepatic heme biosynthesis. Hemin, the
Fe(III) oxidation product of heme, acts as a feedback inhibitor
of ALAS as well as an inhibitor of mitochondrial transport of
ALAS; via an interactionwith theALASpresequence (1), hemin
prevents ALAS from reaching its mitochondrial, mature, active
form (2).
Because porphyrins and metallated porphyrins (e.g. heme)

are extremely reactive and poorly soluble in aqueous solution
under physiological conditions, it was hypothesized that one or
more intracellular heme-binding proteins act as a buffer during
induced heme synthesis (3). p22HBP, a 22-kDa protein, was
first purified frommouse liver cell extracts and characterized as
a cytosolic, heme-binding protein by Taketani et al. in 1998 (4).
Blackmon et al. (3) subsequently determined that p22HBP
binds other tetrapyrroles in addition to hemin, although its
functional role in the cell remains unknown. However, a recent
proteomic study, involvingmetabolic labeling with 59Fe-hemin
of murine erythroleukemia cells induced to undergo differenti-
ation, demonstrated that p22HBP is a component in one of the
four identified multiprotein complexes related to hemoglobin
biosynthesis (5). The investigators suggested that p22HBP
could either function as a heme transporter or chaperone for
heme insertion into hemoglobin or as a mediator of import of
coproporphyrinogen into mitochondria (5).
An acetylated N-terminal fragment of p22HBP (residues

1–21) has also been recently purified from porcine spleen
extract on the basis of potent chemoattractant activity. This
peptide, named F2L, selectively recruits leukocytes by activat-
ing the formyl peptide receptor-like 2 (FPRL2), a G protein-
coupled receptor expressed specifically onmonocytes and den-
dritic cells. Until this discovery, FPRL2 was an orphan receptor
in the family of formyl peptide receptors that typically bind
bacterially secreted peptide ligands. F2L is a potent FPRL2 ago-
nist with�7 nM binding affinity (6). Although acetylation of the
p22HBP N-terminal Met residue was not essential for F2L
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indicate this fact.
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activity, it is not known whether full-length p22HBP protein
can also bind and activate FPRL2. Whether the intracellular
heme binding and immune signaling activities attributed to
p22HBP are interrelated also remains to be seen.
p22HBP is part of an evolutionarily conserved heme-bind-

ing protein family with at least two distinct members. The
SOUL protein is expressed in retina and pineal gland in the
domestic chicken and solely in the retina in the murine form
(7). Murine SOUL has 27% sequence identity to murine
p22HBP and also binds heme. However, although p22HBP is
a monomer that appears to bind one heme molecule per
subunit with no specific axial ligand coordination of the
Fe(III) heme, murine SOUL is a hexameric protein that binds
one heme per subunit via coordination of the Fe(III) heme to
a histidine side chain (7, 8).
No structural information exists for p22HBP or SOUL, and

sequence analysis has identified no obvious similarity to known
protein folds. To further understand the structural and molec-
ular basis for their functional roles, we determined the first
structure of a protein from the SOUL/HBP family, p22HBP,
and monitored heme binding by NMR spectroscopy. The
p22HBP structure consists of a 9-stranded twisted �-barrel
flanked by two �-helices. Dissociation constants for the
p22HBP-hemin and p22HBP-PPIX complexes were deter-
mined by fluorescence quenching to be in the low nanomolar
range. To locate the tetrapyrrole binding site, chemical shift
perturbations arising from the addition of hemin and protopor-
phyrin-IX (PPIX) were mapped to the p22HBP structure. The
tetrapyrrole ring interacts with a hydrophobic groove formed
by the �A helix and the �8–�9 loop. From sequence alignments
and homology modeling, we conclude that, although p22HBP
and SOUL share what is likely to be a conserved tertiary fold,
they bind heme at different sites within this fold.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein Production—p22HBPwas overexpressed and puri-
fied as described previously (9). As murine p22HBPwas orig-
inally purified in an N-terminally truncated form (4), the
protein used for the NMR measurements corresponded to
residues 7–190 of the murine p22HBP gene product plus an
N-terminal sequence (MKQSTHHHHHH-) introduced for
affinity purification. Protein purity was assessed by SDS-
PAGE, and concentrations were determined by bicincho-
ninic acid assay (10).
Preparation of Tetrapyrrole Solutions—Hemin and PPIX

(Frontier Scientific) were used without further purification.
Due to their poor solubility in acidic and neutral pH, tetrapyr-
roleswere initially dissolved in ammonia followed by dilution in
water. After addition of a surfactant, Tween 80 (1.5% v/v), the
pH was adjusted to 8.0 with KH2PO4.
Tryptophan Fluorescence Quenching—All fluorescence mea-

surements were performed using a Photon Technology Inter-
national QM-4 spectrofluorometer at 303 K. The protein sam-
ple used for the fluorescence quenching measurements was
prepared by dilution from a stock solution at 1 mM with 50 mM
phosphate buffer at pH 8.0. The protein concentration used in
the titration was estimated by UV spectroscopy (an �280 of
36900 M�1 cm�1 was used) to be 7.5 nM. Protoporphyrin-IX

(4.0 mM) or hemin (3.5 mM) was added in aliquots of 2 �l (36 �l
total) to 1ml of the protein solution. After sample equilibration
(3 min), three emission scans from 300 to 400 nm with excita-
tion at 295 nm were recorded and averaged. Emission spectra
were baseline corrected and smoothed using the FeliX32 soft-
ware (Photon Technology International, Inc.). Dissociation
constants (Kd) were obtained by nonlinear fitting of the emis-
sion maxima (y) as a function of tetrapyrrole concentration (x)
using a bindingmodel that accounts for ligand depletion at high
receptor concentration (11),

y �
I0 � �I0 � I inf�

2�hbp�

�(Kd � [hbp] � x) � �(Kd � [hbp] �x)2 � 4[hbp]x� (Eq. 1)

where I0 and Iinf are emission intensities at 0 and saturating
concentrations of tetrapyrrole, respectively, and [hbp] is the
protein concentration. Uncertainties associated with the deter-
minations were obtained from replicate measurements.
NMR Spectroscopy—NMR spectra were acquired at 30 °C on

a BrukerDRX-600 spectrometer equippedwith a 5-mm inverse
triple-resonance cryoprobe with a z-axis gradient coil. Protein
samples for structure determination by NMR contained
[U-15N]- or [U-15N,13C]p22HBP (0.5–1 mM), 5% D2O, and 50
mM potassium phosphate buffer at pH 8.0. At pH 7.0 the pro-
tein precipitated after a few hours. Backbone 1H, 13C, and 15N
resonances were assigned using a combination of automated
andmanualmethodswith data from the following experiments:
2D 15N HSQC, 2D TROSY, 3D TROSY-HNCO, TROSY-
HN(CA)CO, TROSY-HNCA, TROSY-HN(CO)CA, TROSY-
HNCACB, TROSY-HN(CO)CACB, 15N-edited NOESY-HSQC
(mixing time, 60 ms), and 15N-edited TOCSY-HSQC (mixing
time, 43.2 ms) spectra. Aliphatic side-chain resonances were
assigned manually from a 3D HCCH-TOCSY spectrum (mixing
time, 16.3 ms), and aromatic resonance assignments were
obtained from a 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC (mixing time, 80 ms)
spectrumcentered in the aromatic region. Spectrawere processed
and analyzed using NMRPipe (12), CARA (13), and XEASY (14)
software. Chemical shifts were referenced, either directly or indi-
rectly, to 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate sodium salt at 0
ppm (15).
A series of 2D and 3D spectra, including 1H,15N-TROSY, 3D

TROSY-HNCO, and TROSY-HNCA were acquired on
p22HBP in the presence of hemin or PPIX. NMR samples of
complexes were prepared in 150 mM potassium phosphate
buffer at pH 8.0, 1.5% Tween 80 and 5% D2O.
Structure Determination—Using the software program

TALOS (16), backbone � and � angles were initially derived
from 1H�, 15NH, 13C�, 13C�, and 13C� chemical shifts. Distance
constraints were obtained from 3D 15N-edited NOESY-HSQC,
13C(aromatic)-edited NOESY-HSQC, and 13C-edited NOESY-
HSQC spectra. Structures were generated in an automated
manner using the NOEASSIGN module of the torsion angle
dynamics program CYANA 2.1 (17), followed by manual
refinement of the NOE assignments to eliminate consistent

Solution Structure of p22HBP
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violations. The 20 CYANA conformers with the lowest target
function were subjected to a molecular dynamics protocol in
explicit solvent (18) using XPLOR-NIH (19). Procheck-NMR
(20) and WHATCHECK were used to validate the final family
of 20 NMR structures, and the statistics for these are listed in
Table 1. The coordinates and experimental constraints have
been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 2GOV.
Bioinformatic Analysis—Amino acid sequence searcheswere

performed using the NCBI BLAST server (21). Structural
homology searches were performed using the VAST (22) and
FATCAT (23) servers. Protein electrostatic potential surfaces
were calculated using APBS (24). Input structure files for the
APBS program were prepared using pdb2pqr (25). The amber
force field was used in all cases, and the pH was set to 8.0.
Homology modeling was performed using MODELLER8 ver-

sion 2 (26). The target sequences were initially aligned with the
representative 2GOV structure and then fivemodelswere built.
Discrete optimized protein energy scores were used to assess
the quality of the resulting models.

RESULTS

Tetrapyrrole-p22HBP Binding Affinity—p22HBP was identi-
fied as a protein that binds both hemin and PPIX, but Kd values
in both the nanomolar and micromolar ranges have been
reported (3,4,8). In anticipation of structural studies of p22HBP
complexes, we sought to resolve this discrepancy. We con-
firmed that recombinant p22HBP binds to both PPIX and
hemin by comparing the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence
spectrum of the protein in the presence and absence of tetra-
pyrrole. As previously described (3), each ligand caused effi-
cient quenching of the p22HBP tryptophan emission spectrum
(data not shown). By nonlinear fitting of fluorescence quench-
ing at 340 nm as a function of tetrapyrrole concentration (Fig.
1), we obtained Kd values of 0.5 and 3 nM for the PPIX and
hemin complexes, respectively.
Structure of p22HBP—Having established the hemin and

PPIX binding properties of recombinant p22HBP, we deter-
mined the 3D structure of free p22HBP by NMR spectroscopy.
Chemical shift assignments for p22HBP were obtained by
standard triple-resonance methods, as reported previously
(BioMagResBank entry 6620) (9). Under the conditions used
(30 °C and pH 8.0) some solvent-exposed amide resonances in
the flexible N terminus and loop residues 173–180 were unde-
tected due to exchange broadening. Outside these regions, 1H,
15N, and 13C assignments were	90% complete. A total of 1851
NOE distance constraints and 276 dihedral angle constraints
were used to define the finalNMRensemble (Fig. 2a). Backbone
atomic r.m.s.d. values are�0.6 Å in regions of secondary struc-
ture, and 0.82 Å for the entire protein, excluding the disordered
N terminus and loop residues 173–180. Ramachandran statis-

FIGURE 1. Tetrapyrrole binding affinity. Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence
emission intensity (at 340 nm with excitation at 295 nm) for p22HBP is plotted
as a function of increasing PPIX or hemin concentration. Each titration dataset
was fitted to Equation 1 to obtain Kd values of 0.5 and 3 nM for PPIX and hemin,
respectively.

FIGURE 2. The NMR solution structure of murine p22HBP. a, ensemble of 20 p22HBP conformers. Residues 7–16 are omitted for clarity. b, stereoview of the
p22HBP structure in ribbon representation. c, heteronuclear 15N-1H NOE values (gray bars) and backbone atomic r.m.s.d. values (black line) are plotted as a
function of the p22HBP sequence.

Solution Structure of p22HBP
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tics and other validation criteria (Table 1) indicate that the
determination of structure is of high quality.
The p22HBP structure consists of a central core containing a

nine-stranded antiparallel �-sheet arranged in a distorted bar-
rel, flanked by two �-helices (Fig. 2b). As noted previously (27),
this fold topology displays pseudo 2-fold symmetry suggestive
of an ancestral gene-duplication event. Each helix packs against
a four-stranded sheet in the samemanner, such that the �2-�3-
�A-�4-�5 subdomain (residues 21–105) is equivalent to the
�6-�7-�B-�8-�9 subdomain (residues 114–190). The p22HBP
subdomains were aligned using FATCAT (23) with an r.m.s.d.
of 3.2 Å over 72 positions, but despite the clear pseudo-dyad
structural similarity, their sequences are only 8% identical.
Overall, the p22HBP structure is well ordered, as reflected in

uniformly high 15N-1H heteronuclear NOE values (Fig. 2c).
Aside from the unstructured N terminus, only residues 173–
180 display high r.m.s.d. values. This loop may be dynamically
disordered, but NOE values could not bemeasured for prolines
and other unobserved NH signals in this region. However, an
NOE value of 0.8 for Tyr-179 suggests this portion of the back-
bone is not dynamically disordered on the picosecond-nano-
second timescales reported by the 1H-15N NOE. Accordingly,
conformational flexibility on slower timescales (e.g. millisec-
ond-microsecond) cannot be ruled out without further
measurements.
The center of the p22HBP �-barrel is predominantly hydro-

phobic and contains a number of aromatic side chains. Like-
wise, the packing of the two long helices against the �-sheet is
typically stabilized by hydrophobic side-chain interactions.
Beyond the extensive backbone secondary structure interac-
tions, one example of stabilizing side-chain hydrogen bonding
stands out. The side chain of Asn-70 participates in three dif-

ferent hydrogen bonds, with the carbonyl of Tyr-65 and the
backbone amide and carbonyl of Gly-74. This structure helps to
define a tight turn in residues 70–73,which in turn packs on the
surface of the structure against an extended proline-rich region
from residues 112 to 115.
Structural Homologs of p22HBP—Searches for structures

similar to p22HBP identified three proteins with domains that
share a common � plus � fold: SbmC protein from Escherichia
coli (27), the C-terminal domain of the E. coli transcription fac-
tor Rob (28), and the C-terminal multidrug-binding domain of
transcription activator BmrR from B. subtilis (29, 30). A struc-
ture-based sequence alignment is shown in Fig. 3a. SbmC
matches p22HBP with 8.6% sequence identity and a backbone
r.m.s.d. of 3.0 Å, whereas the corresponding domains from Rob
and BmrR each aligned to the p22HBP structure with an
r.m.s.d. of 3.2 Å and sequence identities of 7.6 and 7.2%,
respectively.
None of the identified structural homologs have been

reported to bind tetrapyrroles. However, because each of these
proteins displays the same overall fold as p22HBP (Fig. 3b),
their active sites or interaction surfaces might also correspond
to functional sites used by the heme-binding protein. SbmC,
also known as gyrase inhibitory protein, has no identified bind-
ing partners or active site (27). Likewise, while the C-terminal
domain of Rob is hypothesized to bind an effector molecule
that regulates Rob transcriptional activity, no ligand has been
identified (28).
Unlike the structural homologs of p22HBP, the BmrR C-ter-

minal domain has a well defined small molecule binding site
(29). BmrR regulates expression of the Bmr multidrug trans-
porter in response to binding of Bmr substrate molecules,
including rhodamine and tetraphenylphosphonium to the
BmrR C-terminal domain. The crystal structure of BmrR
bound to tetraphenylphosphonium revealed a dramatic confor-
mational change upon ligand binding that involves unfolding of
the �B helix to reveal a buried glutamate side chain (29).
Electrostatic surfaces were calculated for p22HBP and the

three structurally homologous proteins (Fig. 3c). An inspection
of the electrostatic potential of the p22HBP surface revealed an
hydrophobic patch/groove between helix�A and a loop at 171–
182 consisting of residues 55, 59, 62, 63, 66, 67, 76–78, 80, 82,
84, 100, 102, and 171. Of the p22HBP structural homologs, only
the BmrR C-terminal domain in the absence of ligand (29, 30)
displayed any significant hydrophobic exposure; this surface
represents a likely point of entry to the tetraphenylphospho-
nium binding site.
The p22HBP Tetrapyrrole Binding Site—A series of 2D

1H-15N TROSY spectra of 0.7 mM 15N-labeled p22HBP were
collected to follow changes in chemical shifts upon the progres-
sive addition of either hemin or PPIX.However, in the presence
of substoichiometric amounts of ligand two sets of TROSY sig-
nals were detected, corresponding to the free protein and the
ligand-protein complex. At equimolar ratios of p22HBP and
added ligand, the original signals corresponding to free protein
were no longer visible, and ligand additions beyond one molar
equivalent produced no further changes in the TROSY spectra.
These observations are consistent with formation of a high
affinity 1:1 complex with an off-rate corresponding to the slow

TABLE 1
Statistics for the ensemble of 20 p22HBP conformers

Experimental constraints
Non-redundant distance constraints (total) 1851
Long 778
Medium (1 
 (i � j) 	 5) 276
Sequential ((i � j) � 1) 425
Intraresidue (i � j) 372
Dihedral angle constraints (� and �) 276

Average atomic r.m.s.d. to the mean structure (Å)
Backbone (C�, C�, N)a 0.82 � 0.15
Heavy atoms 1.28 � 0.14

Deviations from idealized covalent geometry
Bond (Å) 0.015
Angles (°) 1.3

WHATCHECK quality indicators
Z-score �1.51 � 0.18
r.m.s. Z-score
Bond lengths 0.79 � 0.02
Bond angles 0.67 � 0.02
Bumps 0 � 0

Constraint violations
NOE distance (violations 	 0.5 Å) 0 � 0
NOE distance r.m.s.d. (Å) 0.017 � 0.001
Dihedral angle (violations 	 5°) 0.2 � 0.5
Dihedral angle r.m.s.d. (°) 0.83 � 0.08

Ramachandran statistics (% of all residues)
Most favored 91.0 � 1.9
Additionally allowed 7.0 � 1.7
Generously allowed 0.9 � 0.8
Disallowed 1.1 � 0.6

a N-terminal residues 7–17 and the disordered loop 172–180 were excluded from
the r.m.s.d. calculations owing to dynamic disorder in these segments.

Solution Structure of p22HBP
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exchange regime of the chemical shift time scale. Conse-
quently, we collected additional 3D spectra on samples con-
taining a slight excess of ligand (1.1:1, tetrapyrrole:p22HBP) to
obtain the 1HN, 13C�, 13C�, and 15NH chemical shifts of the
complex. To ensure that correct assignments were obtained for
residues exhibiting the largest shift perturbations, 3D TROSY-
HNCA, TROSY-HNCO, and 15N NOESY-HSQC spectra were
recorded for each complex.
Heme ring current effects in protein NMR spectra have been

studied for nearly 40 years (31), but to our knowledge no direct
comparisons of shift perturbations from PPIX and hemin bind-
ing at the same site have been reported. Fig. 4a shows a super-
position of portions of the TROSY spectra of p22HBP in the
absence and presence of PPIX or hemin. For a majority of the
shifted signals the free, PPIX- and hemin-bound signals display
a linear relationship in the overlaid spectra, and the perturba-
tion by hemin is typically greater than by PPIX. Some signals,
particularly in the�A helix (residues 55–64), and in residues 78,
83, 141, and 171–179, are absent in the hemin complex, pre-
sumably due to extreme broadening by the paramagnetic
Fe(III) center. However, for residues that could be detected in
all three spectra (free, PPIX, and hemin), chemical shift differ-
ences for p22HBP upon hemin binding are roughly twice the
size of PPIX-induced perturbations (Fig. 4b). Presumably, this
reflects an enhancement of the PPIX ring current field gener-
ated from electron withdrawal by the chelated iron in hemin.
Aside from a difference in the magnitude of shift perturba-
tions by PPIX and hemin, the patterns of chemical shift are

very similar, suggesting that the two ligands bind the same
site in similar orientations.
The TROSY map of the PPIX-bound p22HBP also indicated

that a number of shifted peaks near the binding site appear to
become doubled in the presence of PPIX (this can be observed
in the expansion of Fig. 4). This is due to the asymmetry of the
PPIX ring and indicates that there are two possible (and from
the roughly equal intensity of the cross-peaks, almost equally
probable) binding orientations. The presence of peak doubling
in the hemin-bound p22HBP TROSY spectrum is masked due
to peaks from protons close to the binding site being either
absent or broadened by the paramagnetism of the Fe(III) atom.
By calculating the chemical shift differences, using the program
SHIFTS-4.1 (32), for the PPIX ring in its binding position and
for the ring flipped 180° about its pseudo 2-fold axis, it was
possible to confirm that the magnitude of the chemical
shifts (between �0.01 and 0.07 ppm) observed for the doubled
peaks coincided with the calculated values.
PPIX-induced chemical shift differences weremapped to the

p22HBP NMR structure (Fig. 4c) to identify the likely tetrapyr-
role binding site. The largest perturbations cluster in a cleft
bounded by the �A helix and the �8–�9 loop (residues 171–
180). However, because the porphyrin can induce strong and
highly directional ring current shifts, relatively distant parts of
the structure are also affected. For example, residue Val-120 is
on the opposite face of the protein that exhibits the largest
cluster of shifts (the�A helix) and ismore than 9Å from residue
Met-63, which exhibits the largest shift upon PPIX binding. As

FIGURE 3. Structural homologs of p22HBP. a, structure-based sequence alignment (from FATCAT) for p22HBP, SbmC, Rob, and BmrR. The residues that were
included in the FATCAT alignment are highlighted in pale blue, and the absolutely conserved residues are in pink. b, a representative conformer from the
p22HBP ensemble is shown in blue, alongside the structures of SbmC (gold, PDB ID 1JYH), the C-terminal domain of Rob (magenta, PDB ID 1D5Y), and the BmrR
multidrug binding domain (green, PDB ID 1R8E). c, electrostatic surface representations of p22HBP and its homologs, in the same orientation as in b.
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discussed below, these long range chemical shift effects induced
by PPIX can be exploited to gain amore detailed understanding
of p22HBP ligand binding.
Model of the p22HBP-PPIX Complex—Chemical shift per-

turbations induced by binding of PPIX are probably dominated
by ring current effects, which, like paramagnetic pseudocontact
shifts (33), are rich with structural information on the distance
and orientation relative to the origin of the shift perturbation.
Similar to any dipolar interaction, the magnitude of the ring
current shift falls off with r�3. Depending on the location of a

nucleus relative to the plane of the PPIX, the ring current may
either add to or subtract from the local magnetic field. The sign
and magnitude of shift perturbations shown in Fig. 4b can
therefore be used to define the location of the PPIX ligand
bound to the p22HBP structure.
Ring currents in porphyrin systems induce shielding in nuclei

above and below the plane of the porphyrin ring and deshielding
around the “edge” of the ring (Fig. 5a). The largest shifts are
observed for the residues aroundMet-63, and they are shielding in
nature, thus themiddle of the�Ahelixmust be above or below the

FIGURE 4. NMR titrations show that HBP binds heme and PPIX. a, overlay of a small region of the TROSY spectra for p22HBP (black contours), p22HBP-PPIX
(blue contours), and p22HBP-hemin (green contours) showing shift perturbations upon tetrapyrrole binding. The p22HBP sample (without ligand) was prepared
in solution conditions identical to the PPIX and hemin samples, including the presence of surfactant Tween-80. b, experimental chemical shift differences
observed for murine p22HBP upon binding of hemin (upper) and PPIX (lower), plotted as a function of residue number with secondary structure elements
indicated below. c, PPIX-induced shift perturbations displayed on the p22HBP structure. Small, negative shifts (�0.05 	 
 	 �0.1 ppm) are shown in cyan,
large negative shifts (
 
 �0.1) in blue, small, positive shifts (0.05 
 
 
 0.1 ppm) in violet, and large positive shifts (
 	 0.1) in magenta. Ribbon (left) and
surface (center) representations are shown in the same orientation, as well as a view of the surface rotated 180° about the vertical axis (right).

FIGURE 5. Model of the p22HBP-hemin complex. a, a correlation plot of the experimental and calculated chemical shift differences for p22HBP and PPIX
bound p22HBP. The best-fit line is shown (slope � 0.96, intercept � 0.00, R2 � 0.90). Residues 139, 171, and 179 exhibited significant deviations attributed to
conformational changes upon ligand binding and were not used in the final analysis. The inset is a representation of the ring current chemical shift isosurface
produced by a tetrapyrrole. b, the p22HBP structure with hemin docked at the binding site based on PPIX-induced ring current shifts. The binding location was
determined by minimizing the differences between experimental chemical shift differences (Fig. 4b) and calculated PPIX ring current shifts. c, the p22HBP
ligand binding site corresponds to the hydrophobic cleft identified in Fig. 3c. The electrostatic potential surface for p22HBP, calculated using APBS (20) (red �
�3.0 eV, blue � �3.0 eV), is shown with docked hemin in the same orientation as in b.
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plane, rather than in the same plane as the PPIX ring. Bymapping
the observed shielding and deshielding zones onto the p22HBP
structure,we estimated the positionof the tetrapyrrole ring.Using
this initial location for the bound PPIX, the ring current effect on
p22HBP chemical shifts was calculated using the program
SHIFTS-4.1 (32).Wemanually optimized thepositionof thePPIX
ring to minimize the differences between the calculated ring cur-
rent shifts and the experimental (p22HBP versus p22HBP-PPIX)
chemical shift differences.
Experimental and calculated shift differences are compared

in Fig. 5a, where it can be seen that there is very good agreement
for most residues. Large deviations (	0.2 ppm) remained for a
few residues, including 139, 171, and 179. Because conforma-
tional changes may accompany ligand binding and these resi-
dues are located in poorly defined loop regions, they were
excluded from the final steps of themodeling process. The final
model (Fig. 5b) positions the tetrapyrrole ring on the same sur-
face (Fig. 5c) initially identified by chemical shift mapping (Fig.
4c), which also corresponds to the hydrophobic cleft observed
in the free p22HBP structure (Fig. 3c).
Functional Homologs of p22HBP—ABLAST search using the

murine p22HBP sequence identified a large number of putative
members of the SOUL/p22HBP family, including animal, plant,
and bacterial species (Fig. 6). Within the previously described
HBP family, murine p22HBP is 	80% identical to its mamma-
lian orthologs, and sequence similarities decline to �30% for
the more distant relatives from Arabidopsis and Rhodopseudo-
monas. Interestingly, the p22HBP paralogmurine SOUL is also
relatively dissimilar, with 27% identity.
To assess whether p22HBP homologs are likely to bind

tetrapyrrole ligands in an analogous manner, we generated a
series of structural models using the p22HBPNMR structure
as a template. Not surprisingly, models for the mammalian
HBPs displayed a hydrophobic patch in exactly the same area
as p22HBP, because residues throughout the �A helix are
highly conserved. Similar hydrophobic patches were more
difficult to discern in models of HBPs from other species;
however, absolutely conserved residues like Ala-54, Tyr-65,
and Tyr-171 and other highly conserved apolar amino acids
may preserve the same ligand binding site throughout the
SOUL/HBP family.

Murine SOUL reportedly binds heme at a site that includes a
histidine residue (His-42) (8). The model and electrostatic sur-
face calculated for murine SOUL reveal a small hydrophobic
patch similar to the cleft on p22HBP that binds hemin and
PPIX. However, the position corresponding to His-42 (Ala-35
in p22HBP) is far from this site, suggesting that SOUL binds
heme in a manner altogether distinct from p22HBP.

DISCUSSION

We determined the NMR structure of murine p22HBP, the
first structure of a protein from the SOUL heme-binding pro-
tein family (PfamPF04832). Unanticipated structural similarity
was found between the p22HBP structure and three bacterial
proteins with 
10% sequence identity. Of the three structural
homologs, BmrR is a ligand-binding domain of a transcription
activator, Rob is a transcription factor, and SbmC/GyrI/YeeB
inhibits DNA gyrase. By analogy with these structural
homologs, p22HBP might be considered a potential heme-ac-
tivated regulator of gene expression or DNA replication. How-
ever, to participate directly in transcriptional regulation,
p22HBP would need to be present within the nucleus, and pre-
vious subcellular localization studies using a green fluorescent
protein fusion protein appear to suggest that p22HBP is
restricted to the cytoplasm (3). Moreover, p22HBP is com-
prised of a single domain, whereas BmrR and Rob each contain
distinct DNA binding domains in addition to an HBP/SOUL
domain. Thus, the possibility that p22HBP functions in the
nucleus to regulate gene expression seems remote.
Analysis of the NMR structure of murine p22HBP in con-

junction with chemical shift changes upon tetrapyrrole binding
indicates that a hydrophobic surface is responsible for interac-
tions with hemin and PPIX. This binding site does not corre-
spond to a hydrophobic sequence (residues 73–82), originally
identified as a likely binding determinant (4).
We measured equilibrium dissociation constants for these

ligands in the 0.5–5 nM range. Our results coincide with the low
nanomolar Kd values reported by Taketani et al. (4) for
p22HBP-PPIX binding, in contrast to studies that reported Kd
values of 0.9 �M and 11.5 �M for binding of hemin and PPIX,
respectively, to murine p22HBP (3) or 20 pM for the p22HBP-
heme complex (8). The results presented in this work ought to

FIGURE 6. Sequence alignment for murine p22HBP and representative homologs. Initial alignment was performed using T-Coffee (36), with subsequent
manual editing of N-terminal regions with low similarity. For each homolog, NCBI Entrez Protein accession numbers and the number of identical sequence
positions aligned (using BLAST) to murine p22 HBP (Q9R257) are as follows: Homo sapiens heme-binding protein 1 (AAD32098), 164/189 (87%); Xenopus laevis
MGC81367 protein (AAH68797), 106/189 (56%); Danio rerio hypothetical protein LOC393167 (NP_956492), 62/189 (32%); Arabidopsis thaliana At1g17100
(ABD43013), 43/153 (27%); Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisB18/SOUL heme-binding protein (YP_533080), 43/143, (30%); H. sapiens heme-binding protein
2/SOUL (Q9Y5Z4), 55/187 (29%); and Mus musculus heme-binding protein 2/SOUL (Q9WU63), 52/188 (27%).
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be comparable with the work of Blackmon et al. (3), because
the same protein and experimental method were used. How-
ever, there is a 10�3 discrepancy between Kd values. Black-
mon et al. used high concentrations of p22HBP protein
(receptor), which may have unintentionally biased the
resulting Kd values, whereas we used low nanomolar protein
concentrations and analyzed the binding data by non-linear
fitting using a model that accounts for ligand depletion at
high receptor concentration.
Previous studies concluded from optical and EPR spectro-

scopic measurements that iron coordination is unchanged
upon hemin binding to p22HBP (3, 8). Our results are consist-
ent with those results in that the ligand binding site contains no
histidine residues. The structural results, combined with our
observation that hemin binds with 6-fold lower affinity than
PPIX can be taken as further confirmation that specific coordi-
nation of the iron by p22HBP does not accompany hemin
binding.
The biological function of p22HBP remains undefined, but

the protein is thought to bind excess heme in the cytosol to
facilitate transport out of the mitochondria and perhaps as a
buffer or sensor of available heme levels (34). p22HBP is
expressed at high levels in the liver and induced during eryth-
roid differentiation, where heme production is correlated with
p22HBP expression levels (4). Mitochondrial heme needs to be
transported and ultimately delivered to sites of hemoprotein
synthesis, i.e. the cytoplasm or endoplasmic reticulum, but free
heme is a feedback inhibitor of 5-aminolevulinic acid synthase
(35). However, inhibition of ALAS by free heme may be unde-
sirable in erythroid and hepatic cells, where heme synthesis is
most active. p22HBP may therefore allow heme transported
from the mitochondria to be sequestered in the cytosol while
awaiting incorporation into newly synthesized hemoproteins.
However, as the function of p22HBP remains undefined, it is
unknown whether heme or hemin binds to, or is delivered to,
p22HBP. It is therefore premature to assign the heme Fe elec-
tronic state in the cytosol at the time of binding to p22HBP.
Our studies have elucidated the structural basis for tetrapyr-

role binding previously described for p22HBP. However, an
entirely distinct biological activity has recently been attributed
to the p22HBP polypeptide (6). Specifically, residues 1–21 of
porcine HBP were found to function as a chemoattractant pep-
tide for dendritic cells andmonocytes. The porcine HBPN-ter-
minal fragment isolated from spleen, termed F2L, is a potent
agonist for FPRL2, a member of the formyl peptide receptor
(FPR) family. The FPRs are G protein-coupled receptors that
direct migration of leukocytes early in the immune response to
bacterial pathogens.
No details on structure-activity relationships for F2L have

been reported, so it is not known whether the entire HBP-(1–
21) fragment is required for potent activation of the FPRL2
receptor. Nor is it known how or where processing of the
expressed form of HBP occurs. However, it is interesting to
note that murine p22HBPwas originally isolated in a processed
form corresponding to residues 7–190 (4), and this is the spe-
cies that was produced recombinantly for structural and ligand
binding studies presented here. Furthermore, residues 7–17 are
disordered in the NMR structure and residues 18–23 form a

�-strand that is not present in structural homologs of p22HBP
(Fig. 3) or conserved beyond the mammalian orthologs (Fig. 6).
It is therefore conceivable that cleavage of HBP after Leu-21
would yield both a functional F2L ligand and a p22HBP protein
that remains folded and competent for ligand binding. Never-
theless, additional work is needed to define the mechanism by
which HBP protein is trafficked and processed, as well as the
relationship between its divergent dual roles in heme metabo-
lism and immune signaling.
The SOUL heme-binding proteins are ubiquitous in nature,

with bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic representatives. We
have determined the first structure of a protein from the SOUL/
HBP family, murine p22HBP, measured its affinity for hemin
and protoporphyrin-IX, and identified the heme binding site by
NMR chemical shift mapping. The ligand binding site is com-
posed of a hydrophobic cleft flanked by the �A helix and the
�8–�9 loop. Our future studies will be directed at the experi-
mental structure determination of a p22HBP-tetrapyrrole
complex and structure-function investigations of other SOUL/
HBP proteins.
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